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Abstract
Given how hard it is to recruit good reviewers who are aligned with authors in their functions, journal editors could consider the use of better incentives, such as paying reviewers
for their time. In order to facilitate a speedy turn-around when a rapid decision is required,
the peer-reviewed journal can also offer a review model in which selected peer reviewers
are compensated to deliver high-quality and timely peer-review reports. In this paper, we
consider a peer-reviewed journal in which the manuscript’s evaluation consists of a necessary peer review component and an optional speedy peer review component. We model
and study that journal under two different scenarios to be compared: a paid peer-reviewing
scenario that is considered as the benchmark; and a hybrid peer-review scenario where
the manuscript’s author can decide whether to pay or not. In the benchmark scenario of
paid peer-reviewing, the scholarly journal expects all authors to pay for the peer review
and charges separately for the necessary and the optional speedy peer-review components.
Alternatively, in a hybrid peer-review scenario, the peer-reviewed journal gives the option
to the authors to not pay for the necessary peer review if they are not able to pay. This
will determine an altruistic amplification of pay utility. However, the no-pay authors cannot avail of the optional speedy peer review, which determines a restriction-induced no-pay
utility reduction. In this paper, we find that under the hybrid setting of compensated peer
review where the author can decide whether to pay or not, the optimal price and review
quality of the optional speedy peer review are always higher than under the benchmark scenario of paid peer-reviewing, due to the altruistic amplification of pay utility. Our results
show that when the advantage of adopting the hybrid mode of compensated peer review is
higher due to the higher difference between the altruistic author utility amplification and
the restriction-induced no-pay utility reduction, the journal can increase its profitability by
increasing the price for the necessary peer review above that in the benchmark scenario of
paid peer review. A key insight from our results is the journal’s capability to increase the
number of paying authors by giving the option to the authors to not pay for the necessary
peer review if they are not able to pay.
Keywords Peer review · Paid peer review · Hybrid peer review · Altruistic author · Peer
review theory
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Introduction
Among journal editors, there is a growing concern that the quality and duration of the
review processes are being negatively affected as “referees are stretched thin by other professional commitments”, (Lotriet, 2012). This often leads to “challenges in finding sufficient numbers of reviewers in a timely manner” (Lotriet, 2012). However, once reviewers
have been found, other problems may emerge, such as poor reviewer agreement on submissions (Peters and Ceci, 1982; Onitilo et al., 2014) or ethical problems (Resnik et al., 2008).
Constructive comments by reviewers may substantially contribute to the quality of scientific papers, while low quality and contradictory referee reports can be a major source of
frustration among authors (Nicholas et al., 2015; Huisman and Smits, 2017).
In particular, (Huisman and Smits, 2017) showed that even when the other variables
were taken into account, a shorter duration of the initial review round and a lower number of total review rounds were associated with a significantly higher overall rating of the
experience. Huisman and Smits (2017) also found that authors rate the peer review process more positive if they receive more referee reports, especially after a long first review
round and when the manuscript is rejected. This indicates that “authors appreciate the work
of reviewers and the feedback given on their manuscripts.” In short, Huisman and Smits
(2017) found that an authors’ satisfaction is likely influenced by the duration and quality
of the scientific peer review process. That is to say that in general, shorter peer review processes are rated more positively by authors.
In a real-life situation, the journal imperfectly observes the reviewer’s effort level, and
thus, we can expect failures between journals and reviewers due to misaligned incentives,
most notably in second and third tier journals. In fact, (Publons, 2018; Peer Review Survey, 2019) show evidence of increasing reviewer fatigue, with a rise from 1.9 to 2.4 in
the number of reviewer invitations required to secure one review report. Thus, the need
to provide reviewers with decent incentives becomes ever more important (Johnson et al.,
2018; Gasparyan et al., 2015; Davis, 2013). Given how hard it is to recruit good reviewers who are aligned with authors in their functions, journal editors could incentivize the
reviewer to supply the optimal quantity of effort rewarding them for the appropriate suggestions and remarks on the manuscript. This explains the observation that there are/have
been some journals that pay peer reviewers. For example, reviewers for journals published
by the American Economic Association earn $100 for each timely review, while Rubriq
proposed paying reviewers $100 to incentivize timely reviews (Davis, 2013). The Journal
of Medical Internet Research offers “a review model in which selected peer reviewers may
be paid to deliver high-quality and speedy peer-review reports”, and The Arabian Journal
for Science and Engineering has offered an honorarium of $100 for each timely review
(Academia, 2020). To facilitate a speedy turn-around when a rapid decision is required,
EUROPA Publishing offers a review model in which selected peer reviewers are paid to
deliver high-quality and timely peer-review reports (European Open Access Publishing,
2020). Collabra: Psychology, the official journal of the Society for the Improvement of
Psychological Science, is a mission-driven Open Access (OA) journal from the University
of California Press that shares a variable portion of revenue with reviewers and editors. By
assigning a certain percentage of their Article Processing Charges for reviewers and editors, they are “demonstrating tangibly that this stellar work has a value, and that we are all
part of contributing this value” (Collabra 2020). Also, Publons was first built as “a place to
help researchers get recognition for their often hidden peer review contributions” (Publons,
2020). To do this, Publons partners “with academic publishers to help them give their peer
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reviewers the recognition they deserve.” Main rewards and incentives for peer reviewers of
scholarly journals are further illustrated in (Gasparyan et al., 2015).
However, are those payments to reviewers really useful? Thompson et al. (2010) show
a natural experiment in an economics field journal that afforded time-series observations
on payments to peer reviewers for on-time reviews. This natural experiment yielded 15
months’ worth of data with no payments and about two subsequent years of data with payments. In (Thompson et al., 2010), hazard models were used to gauge the effects of payments on individual referee’s review times. All models indicate statistically significant
reductions in review times owing to referee payments. Reductions in review times translate
into significant reductions in first-response time (FRT). Thompson et al. (2010) show that
median FRT was reduced from 90 to 70 days, a 22% reduction in the presence of payments.
With payments, only 1% of the FRTs exceeded six months; without payments, 16% of the
FRTs exceeded six months, (Thompson et al., 2010). The payment might even have led to
an increase in reports’ quality. Previous studies by (Hamermesh, 1994) for seven journals
in 1989 also found an increase in timely referee reports for journals offering payments.
Furthermore, Garcia et al., (2020) showed that if the reviewer’s compensation is based on
the manuscript quality achieved, the journal will be able to align the interests of authors,
reviewers and journal editors.
Following this analysis, we consider in this paper a peer-reviewed journal in which
the manuscript’s evaluation consists of two components: (1) a necessary peer review and
(2) an optional speedy peer review. All manuscripts submitted for publication must go
through the necessary review process, while the speedy peer review would be optional.
At the journal, the necessary review will be a standard manuscript evaluation by peers in
which selected reviewers are compensated for delivering review reports. The necessary
peer review component of the journal involves an editorial board, a reviewer database, a
reviewer selection process, a recommended set of standards for reporting reviews, a review
quality instrument, and a model for reviewer compensation. However, the optional component is a speedy peer review in which selected reviewers receive a bonus to deliver highquality and timely peer-review reports to the editor within its due (e.g., one week). Every
author that submits to the journal will have their manuscript reviewed, but then can choose
whether to pay for and get the optional speedy peer review in which selected reviewers
deliver their reports within one week.
In this paper, we model and study such a peer-reviewed journal under two different scenarios to be compared: a paid peer-reviewing scenario that is considered as the benchmark;
and a hybrid peer-review scenario where the manuscript’s author can decide whether to pay
or not.
In the benchmark scenario of paid peer review, the scholarly journal expects all authors
to pay for the peer review and charges separately for the necessary and the optional speedy
peer-review components. The journal will then incentivize the peer reviewers to supply the
optimal quantity of effort by rewarding them for their review reports. Thus a manuscript’s
author must pay for and receive the necessary review and choose whether to pay for and
receive the optional speedy review. These decisions will be based on the relative values of
author utilities (for the necessary and optional components) and the prices (for the necessary and optional components) charged by the academic journal.
Alternatively, in a hybrid peer-review scenario, the peer-reviewed journal gives
the option to the authors to not pay for the necessary peer review if they are not able to
pay. However, the no-pay authors cannot avail of the optional speedy peer review. That
is, authors’ manuscripts can receive a free peer review, but cannot receive a speedy peer
review in which selected reviewers deliver their reports within a short time period (e.g.,
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one week). In this hybrid scenario, the journal will still incentivize the peer reviewers to
supply the optimal quantity of effort by rewarding them for their reports.
Using these two modes of compensated peer review, we would like to find an answer to
several questions. For example, under what conditions would a peer-reviewed journal prefer the hybrid peer-review scenario to the benchmark scenario of paid peer review? What
level of review quality will the academic journal choose for the optional speedy peer review
under the two scenarios? How do the journal’s profitability and prices compare across
these two modes of peer review? In our study, we formulate the hybrid peer-reviewed journal’s problem as maximizing its net benefit that is defined as the sum of the profits minus
the peer-review costs, including the cost of providing the free manuscript evaluation to
the self-selecting no-pay authors. The model analyzed in our research contains some analogy with (Palsule-Desai et al., 2020), which focuses on market segmentation and for-profit
operations with philanthropic service delivery. In fact, the models considered in this article
and the above paper are quite similar despite the interpretation is different. Our focus is
on a sustainable academic journal that operates in a hybrid mode of paid peer review by
devising author segmentation strategies. The paying authors are seeking to provide reviewers with more and better incentives for work in a situation where the journal still gives the
option to the authors to not pay if they are not able to pay. However, an optional speedy
peer review is not available to the no-pay authors. It provides incentives to the authors to
pay for the necessary peer review instead of adopting it for free.

A benchmark scenario of paid peer review
In this section, we consider a peer-reviewed journal that expects all authors to pay a price
pn for the necessary peer review, and charges separately a price po (q) for the optional
speedy peer-review at review quality q. That review quality q defines the duration and quality of the optional speedy peer review.
In our model, the review duration refers to the time a manuscript is under the responsibility of the journal, i.e., the duration of the first and subsequent review rounds. Huisman
and Smits (2017) found that an authors’ satisfaction is likely influenced by the duration and
quality of the scientific peer review process. When the duration of the first review round is
shorter, and there are fewer review rounds, authors tend to give the process a significantly
higher rating (Huisman and Smits, 2017). Therefore, a manuscript’s author obtains utility
un from the necessary peer review and uo (q) from the optional speedy peer review at review
quality q. Based on the relative values of author utilities and the prices charged by the
academic journal, the author pays only for the necessary peer review when un − pn > 0 and
uo (q) − po (q) < 0. The necessary peer review component provided by the scholarly journal
involves an editorial board, a reviewer database, a reviewer selection process, a recommended set of standards for reporting reviews, a review quality instrument, and a model
for reviewer compensation. Thus, an author explores the option of receiving a speedy peer
review only when the necessary peer review component, by itself, meets the author’s utility
requirements. Therefore, only if both un − pn > 0 and uo (q) − po (q) > 0, the author pays for
and receives the necessary and optional peer-review components.
In our model, the author’s utility un is uniformly distributed between zero and one. This
is so because we allow for heterogeneity among the authors in their utility derived from the
journals’ review process and their unequal willingness to pay for the necessary peer review.
Furthermore, in order to represent the utility uo (q) derived by the un-author from the optional
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speedy peer-review component compared to that from the necessary peer-review component,
we assume that uo (q) = ku un q with ku > 0, where the higher the value of ku, the higher is the
relative utility for the author of the optional speedy peer review component.
(Huisman and Smits, 2017) shows that, in spite of the longer duration in Economics and
Business, Social sciences, and Mathematics and Computer sciences, authors in those fields are
more positive about the peer review process than authors in the General journals, Medicine
and Public health, where peer review processes are shorter. Thus, in order to capture the settings such as Economics and Business wherein the authors do not value the optional speedy
peer review component more than the necessary peer review component, the relative utility of
the optional component is lower than the utility derived from the necessary component when
0 < ku < 1. On the other hand, ku > 1 captures the settings such as Medicine and Public health
wherein a shorter duration of the first review round, a lower number of review rounds, and
acceptance of the paper, are associated with a significantly higher overall rating of the experience, (Huisman and Smits, 2017). In the following sections, we will show that the relative
utility of the optional speedy component plays a key role in the journal’s preferred mode of
compensated peer review (paid or hybrid).
In terms of the relative utility, a manuscript’s author pays only for the necessary peer
review component when un > pn and uo (q) = ku un q < po (q), or equivalently, when
p (q)
un > uPl = pn and un < uPh = ko q , where uPl ≤ uPh in order to obtain a meaningful model.
u
Hence, the fraction of authors that receive only the necessary peer review is given by
dnP = uPh − uPl . Otherwise, the author pays for and receives both the necessary and optional
peer-review components only if un > uPl and un > uPh. In this case, the fraction of authors that
receive both the necessary peer review and the optional speedy review is given by doP = 1 − uPh .
Under this setting, the total number of authors that submit a manuscript for consideration to
the journal is 1 − pn.
In providing the necessary peer review to each submission, the journal incurs a unit cost of
cn > 0. We also assume that the journal’s base cost to provide an optional speedy evaluation at
a review quality of q is convex increasing in q

co (q) = kq q2
where kq is a positive constant (Palsule-Desai et al., 2020). Thus, we focus on the case
in which the cost of providing the same level of review quality q does not significantly
increase in the number of manuscripts that receive a rapid evaluation. For instance, this
will be the case of a first tier journal, with a strong editorial board and high-quality reviewers available.
Given the expected number of submissions from authors in the research field, m, we formulate the journal’s problem in the paid peer-reviewing mode as maximizing its profit

ΠP = maxq,pn ,po ≥0 𝜋 P (q, pn , po )
subject to 0 ≤ pn ≤ po ∕(ku q) ≤ 1
where 𝜋 P (q, pn , po ) is defined as the sum of the profits minus the peer-review costs in the
different situations described above

𝜋 P (q, pn , po ) = m ⋅ dnP (pn − cn ) + m ⋅ doP (pn + po − kq q2 − cn ) − km m2
with the first term being the net profit from the fraction of authors that pay only for the
necessary peer review, dnP , the second term being the net profit from the fraction of authors
that receive both the necessary and optional peer-review component, doP , and the third term
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km m2 being the journal’s costly investment needed to offer and maintain a peer review system capable of serving the entire manuscript set of size m.
In the following proposition, we characterize the equilibrium of this benchmark scenario of paid peer-reviewing, using the superscript P to represent the journal’s decisions
under that setting. We focus on the more interesting case of a respected (first or secondtier) journal in the field that incurs a base cost of cn < 1∕3 in order to provide the necessary
peer review. This is so because the journal has a strong editorial board and high-quality
reviewers available.
Proposition 1 Under the benchmark setting of paid peer-reviewing, the journal’s optimal
prices for the necessary and optional peer review components are

pPn =

q(ku + kq q)
1 + cn
.
, and pPo (q) =
2
2

In the equilibrium of the benchmark scenario, the optimal review quality of the optional
speedy peer review is

qP =

ku
.
3kq

Proof See Appendix A. 	

◻

As review quality q increases, the journal’s optimal price for the optional speedy peer
review also increases. Furthermore, it may be noted that the optimal prices for the necessary and optional peer review components are independent of the expected number of submissions m. The optimal review quality of the optional speedy review is also independent
of m.
Figure 1 illustrates the impact of the relative utility of the optional speedy component,
ku, and the relative cost of providing the quality level of the optional speedy review, kq , on
the optimal review quality qP . In this computational simulation, cn = 1∕4. As ku increases,
in the benchmark scenario of paid peer-reviewing, the peer-reviewed journal will increase
the review quality (qP ). However, as kq increases in that setting, the academic journal will
counteract high costs by decreasing the level of review quality of the optional speedy evaluation (qP).

A hybrid scenario where the manuscript’s author can decide
whether to pay or not for the peer review
In this section, we now consider that the peer-reviewed journal gives the option to the
authors to not pay for the necessary peer review if they are not able to pay. However, the
no-pay authors cannot get a speedy peer review in which selected experts deliver their
review reports within a very short time period (e.g., one week).
Nevertheless, the journal’s price for the necessary peer review is pn, and the journal still
separately charges a price po (q) for the optional speedy peer review at quality q. In this
section, again, q defines the duration and quality of the optional speedy evaluation under
the hybrid setting. A paying author obtains utility 𝛽un from the necessary peer review and
𝛽uo (q) from the optional speedy peer review at quality q, with the parameter 𝛽 > 1 being
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Fig. 1  As ku increases, in the benchmark scenario of paid peer-reviewing, the peer-reviewed journal will
increase the review quality (qP ); as kq increases, in the benchmark scenario, the academic journal will counteract high costs by decreasing the level of review quality of the optional speedy evaluation (qP ). In this
computational simulation, cn = 1∕4

the altruistic amplification of the author utility. This is so because the paying author is
seeking to provide reviewers with more and better incentives for work in a situation where
the journal still gives the option to the authors to not pay if they are not able to pay. In the
following section, we will show that the altruistic amplification of the author utility, 𝛽 ,
also plays a key role in the journal’s preferred mode of compensated peer review (paid or
hybrid).
In the hybrid peer review mode, the journal offers a no-pay option to the authors for the
necessary peer review, but the speedy peer review is not available to them. Therefore, the
no-pay author obtains utility wun from the necessary peer review, where w ∈ [kw , 1] captures a restriction-induced no-pay utility reduction (Palsule-Desai et al. 2020). The lower
the value of w, the higher is the restriction-induced utility reduction. It provides incentives
to the authors to pay for the necessary peer review instead of adopting it for free. That
is, our focus is on a sustainable academic journal that operates in a hybrid peer review
mode by devising author segmentation strategies. Each author’s manuscript receives a peer
review and the author is endowed with a heterogeneous willingness to pay for a quality
level of review, based on which we segment the authors into two groups, rich and poor.
Within each segment, authors are homogeneous with regard to their willingness to pay for
the peer review. Following that an authors’ satisfaction is likely influenced by the duration and quality of the scientific peer review process (see Huisman and Smits (2017) for
further details), the hybrid journal differentiates its peer review options by speedy type
and standard type. Under the hybrid setting of paid peer review, speedy type peer reviews
at review quality q are charged a regular price po (q) and are supposed to earn money from
the rich authors. Therefore, the hybrid journal not only makes a financial payoff from the
rich authors (e.g., researchers in wealthy countries) but also cares about the social payoff
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of the poor authors (e.g., scientists in developing countries, doing research in areas such
as Central America or Africa). In such a way, the hybrid scenario caters to the needs of
diverse groups of authors (rich and poor) and uses its profits from speedy type peer-reviews
to subsidize standard type peer-reviews. This is so because the poor authors focus on the
functional aspect of a peer review, that is, evaluating their manuscripts. Meanwhile, the
rich author cares about both functionality and speedy decision even at the cost of a price
increase; that is, in addition to evaluating their manuscript, they also desire timely peerreview reports and a rapid first decision. In any case, the journal will incentivize the peerreviewers to supply the optimal quantity of effort by rewarding them for their reports.
Based on the relative values of utilities and the prices charged by the academic journal
under the hybrid setting, the author will choose the no-pay option for peer review when
pn
wun > 𝛽un − pn or, equivalently, if un < uH
, where uH
. On the other hand, the author
= 𝛽−w
l
l
will choose to pay for and receive only the necessary peer review if 𝛽un − pn > wun and
p (q)
= qko 𝛽 . Finally, the
𝛽uo (q) − po (q) < 0 or, equivalently, if un > uH
and un < uH
where uH
h
l
h
u
author will choose to pay for and receive both the necessary peer review and the optional
speedy peer review if 𝛽un − pn > wun and 𝛽uo (q) − po (q) > 0 or, equivalently, if un > uH
l
. We assume that uH
in order to obtain a meaningful model.
and un > uH
≤ uH
h
l
h
Under the hybrid peer review setting, the fraction of authors that receive only the neces− uH
. The fraction of authors that receive both the
sary peer review is given by dnH = uH
h
l
necessary peer review and the optional speedy review component is given by doH = 1 − uH
.
h
. Hence,
And the fraction of authors that choose the no-pay peer review is dfH = uH
l
dnH + doH + dfH = 1, and therefore, the authors who can submit a manuscript to the journal
represent the entire set of size m (i.e., all authors in the field).
The journal in the hybrid mode benefits from reducing the average cost of providing
the necessary peer review to the authors in the field. This is so because that journal will
have under this setting more potential reviewers available, i.e., the pool of no-pay authors,
in addition to the paying authors. That is the entire set of authors in the field. In fact, all
authors are responsible for serving as reviewers. Furthermore, this must be especially true
for authors who choose the no-pay option for the necessary peer review. Therefore, the
altruistic approach of the journal in the hybrid mode can incentivize potential reviewers
to accept more reviewer invitations and supply the optimal quantity of effort. In particular,
let the unit cost for the journal to provide the necessary peer review be cn − ks m. Here,
ks > 0, captures the average cost reduction based on the number of authors who can submit
a manuscript to the journal and, therefore, serve as potential reviewers. When ks is higher,
the average cost reduction is quicker. Following (Palsule-Desai et al., 2020), we assume
that cn is sufficiently large and ks is relatively small such that cn > ks m in order to make the
cost of the necessary peer review meaningful. Hence, it may be observed that the average
cost of providing the necessary review decreases due to the effect of serving the pool of
no-pay authors in addition to the paying authors. On the contrary, the cost of providing the
optional speedy peer review does not reflect that situation.
We formulate the journal’s problem in the hybrid peer review mode as maximizing its
profit

ΠH = maxq,pn ,po ≥0 𝜋 H (q, pn , po )
subject to 0 ≤ pn ∕(𝛽 − w) ≤ po ∕(qku 𝛽) ≤ 1
where 𝜋 H (q, pn , po ) is defined as the total sum of the profits minus the peer-review costs
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𝜋 H (q, pn , po ) = m ⋅ dnH pn + m ⋅ doH (pn + po − kq q2 ) − m(cn − ks m) − km m2
with the first term being the profit from the fraction of authors who pay only for the
necessary peer review, dnH , the second term being the profit from the fraction of authors
who receive both the necessary and optional peer-review components, doH , the third term
m(cn − ks m) being the unit costs of peer-reviewing the manuscripts submitted to the journal
taking into account that dnH + doH + dfH = 1, and the fourth term km m2 being the journal’s
costly investment needed to offer and maintain a peer review system capable of serving the
entire manuscript set of size m.
In the following proposition, we characterize the equilibrium of the hybrid peer
review scenario, using the superscript H to represent the journal’s decisions under that
setting.
Proposition 2 Under the hybrid setting of peer review where the manuscript’s author can
decide whether to pay or not for the peer review, the journal’s optimal prices for the necessary and optional peer review components are

pH
n =

q(𝛽ku + kq q)
𝛽−w
.
, and pH
o (q) =
2
2

In the equilibrium of the hybrid peer review scenario, the optimal review quality of the
optional speedy peer review is

qH =
Proof See Appendix B. 	

𝛽ku
.
3kq
◻

From this mathematical result, it is interesting to highlight that the necessary peer
, is proportional to the difference between the
review component’s optimal price, pH
n
altruistic author utility amplification, 𝛽 , and the restriction-induced utility reduction
for the no-pay peer review option w. This is illustrated in Fig. 2(top). Furthermore, we
find that the journal does not extract the entire utility differential from the authors. This
result possibly incentives the authors to pay for the necessary peer review rather than
choosing the no-pay option.
, for the speedy peer review increases in the review quality of
The optimal price, pH
o
the optional speedy review, q, and the altruistic amplification of the author utility in the
hybrid peer review mode 𝛽 (see Fig. 2(bottom)). However, the optimal prices for both
the necessary and optional peer review components are independent of the size of the
manuscript set m.
We also find that the optimal review quality of the speedy peer review, qH , increases
in the utility amplification parameter in the hybrid mode of peer review 𝛽 . This is illustrated in Fig. 3. Furthermore, the review quality of the optional speedy peer review is
independent of the journal’s field size m.
Figure 3 also illustrates the impact of the relative utility of the optional speedy component, ku, and the relative cost of providing the quality level of the optional speedy review,
kq , on the optimal review quality qH . As ku increases, the peer-reviewed journal will
increase the review quality (qH ); as kq increases, the academic journal will counteract large
costs by decreasing the level of review quality of the optional speedy evaluation (qH ).
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Fig. 2  (top) the necessary peer review component’s optimal price, pH
n , is proportional to the difference
between the altruistic author utility amplification, 𝛽 , and the restriction-induced utility reduction for the
no-pay peer review option w; (bottom) the journal’s optimal price for the optional speedy peer review, pH
o,
increases in the review quality of the optional speedy review, q, and the altruistic amplification of the author
utility 𝛽
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Fig. 3  As 𝛽 increases, in the hybrid peer review scenario, the journal will increase the review quality of the
optional speedy peer review (qH ): (top) As ku increases, the journal will increase the review quality of the
optional speedy evaluation qH ; (bottom) as kq increases, the journal will counteract large costs by decreasing the level of review quality qH

Comparing the benchmark scenario of paid peer review and the hybrid
scenario where the author can decide whether to pay or not
Now we will compare the benchmark scenario of paid peer review and the hybrid setting to
further analyze the impact of incorporating different modes of compensated peer-review in
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the academic publishing process. As seen in the following mathematical result, under the
hybrid peer review mode where the author can decide whether to pay or not, the authors’
utility amplification produces a greater willingness to pay for the optional speedy peer
review. In this situation, the journal would offer a higher review quality for the optional
speedy evaluation, which allows them to request a higher price without compromising on
the manuscript arrival, yielding higher profitability under certain conditions.
Proposition 3 Under the hybrid setting of compensated peer review where the author can
decide whether to pay or not, the optimal price and review quality of the optional speedy
peer review are always higher than under the benchmark scenario of paid peer review due
to the altruistic amplification of utility (𝛽 > 1):

pH
> pPo , and, qH > qP .
o
Furthermore, the journal’s price for the necessary peer review under the hybrid setting is
greater than under the benchmark setting of paid peer review when the difference between
the altruistic author utility amplification and the restriction-induced no-pay utility reduction is significantly high:

pH
≥ pPn when 𝛽 − w ≥ 1 + cn .
n
The number of authors who choose to pay for the necessary and optional peer review components in the hybrid and benchmark modes of peer review is such that

dnH + doH > dnP + doP .
Proof See Appendix C. 	

◻

A key insight from Proposition 3 is the journal’s capability to increase the number of
paying authors that choose only the necessary (paid) peer review or both necessary and
optional peer review components by giving the option to the authors to not pay for the
necessary peer review if they are not able to pay (i.e., dnH + doH > dnP + doP ). It implies an
increase in the total number of paying authors who submit a manuscript to that journal.
On the other hand, the manuscripts’ authors are responsible for serving as reviewers, and
therefore, the journal will have under the hybrid setting more potential reviewers available,
i.e., the pool of no-pay authors, in addition to the paying authors. The altruistic approach
of the journal in the hybrid mode of compensated peer review can incentivize potential
reviewers to accept more reviewer invitations. Thereby, adopting the hybrid peer review
mode is more profitable because the base cost of offering the necessary peer review component is lower. In addition, the journal’s profitability increases by the increased number of
authors adopting the paid peer review instead of the no-pay option.
This proposition also compares the price of the necessary peer review in the hybrid peer
review mode with that in the benchmark mode of paid peer review. It shows that when the
advantage of adopting the hybrid mode of compensated peer review is sufficiently large
due to the higher difference between the altruistic author utility amplification (𝛽 ) and the
restriction-induced no-pay utility reduction (w), the journal can increase its profitability by
increasing the price for the necessary peer review above that in the benchmark scenario of
paid peer review. This is illustrated in Fig. 4(top).
To gain an overall sense of the improvement achieved through hybrid peer review over
the benchmark mode of paid peer review, we conducted a computational simulation where
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Fig. 4  (top) Gain in prices for the necessary peer review of the hybrid mode relative to the paid mode
− pPn ) under different values of w and 𝛽 . (bottom) Gain in prices for the optional speedy peer review
( pH
n
− pPo ) under different values of q and 𝛽 . In this
component of the hybrid mode relative to the paid mode ( pH
o
computational simulation, cn = 1∕4

cn = 1∕4. Therefore, we focus on the case of a respected journal in the field that incurs a
base cost of cn < 1∕3 in order to provide the necessary peer review, i.e., the journal has a
strong editorial board and high-quality reviewers available.
Figure 4(top) illustrates the gain in prices for the necessary peer review of the hybrid
P ) under different values of w and 𝛽 . This figure
mode relative to the paid mode ( pH
n − pn
shows that the gain in prices for the necessary component is higher when the difference
between the altruistic author utility amplification (𝛽 ) and the restriction-induced no-pay
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utility reduction (w) increases. Also, Fig. 4(bottom) illustrates the gain in prices for the
optional speedy peer review component of the hybrid mode relative to the paid mode
P ) under different values of q and 𝛽 . In this case, this figure shows that the gain in
( pH
o − po
prices for the optional component is higher when the altruistic author utility amplification
(𝛽 ) increases and the review quality (q) increases.

Fig. 5  Gain in review quality for the optional speedy component of the hybrid peer review mode relative to
the paid peer review mode (qH − qP ) under different values of 𝛽 , ku, and kq . In this computational simulation, cn = 1∕4
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Figure 5 shows the gain in review quality for the optional speedy component of the
hybrid peer review mode relative to the benchmark of paid peer review (qH − qP ) under
different values of 𝛽 , ku, and kq . This figure illustrates that the gain in review quality is
higher when the altruistic author utility amplification (𝛽 ) increases. Similarly, the gain in
review quality is higher when the relative utility of the optional speedy component ku and
the relative cost of the review quality kq increase.
As Figs. 4, and 5 illustrate, the computational simulation shows that the hybrid peer
review setting is better compared to the benchmark setting of paid peer review in two
important dimensions of the compensated peer review process: (i) gain in prices for the
necessary and optional peer review components (see Fig. 4); and (ii) gain in review quality
for the optional speedy component (see Fig. 5). Furthermore, the following proposition formally proves that the hybrid mode of compensated peer review is profitable to the journal
under certain conditions.
Proposition 4 A threshold altruistic utility amplification 𝛽 c exists above which the journal’s profit under the hybrid mode of peer review is greater than under the benchmark
mode of paid peer review:

ΠH > ΠP when the altruistic author utility amplification is 𝛽 > 𝛽 c .
Similarly, a threshold restriction-induced utility reduction factor wc exists below which the
journal’s profit under the hybrid mode of peer review is greater than under the benchmark
mode of paid peer review:

ΠH > ΠP when the restriction-induced utility reduction factor is w < wc .
Proof See Appendix D. 	

◻

This proposition compares the journal’s profit in the hybrid peer review mode with that
in the benchmark mode of compensated peer review. It shows that when the authors’ altruistic pay utility amplification is large enough under the hybrid mode of compensated peer
review (i.e., 𝛽 is higher), the journal can earn more profit than that in the benchmark mode
of paid peer review by offering a higher review quality of the optional speedy peer review
component at a higher price (see Figs. 4 (bottom) and 5). Furthermore, when the restriction-induced no-pay utility reduction is higher (i.e., w is lower), it decreases the competitiveness of the no-pay (necessary) peer review option against the paid (necessary and
speedy) components of the peer review. The lower price-pressure on the paid components
for the journal increases its profitability in the hybrid mode of peer review (see Fig 4 (top)).

Conclusion
Our paper contributes to the literature on peer review by being the first to examine a
hybrid mode of compensated peer review where the author can decide whether to pay
or not. In our model, we consider a peer-reviewed journal in which the manuscript’s
evaluation consists of two components, a necessary peer review and an optional speedy
evaluation. The necessary component involves an editorial board, a reviewer database,
a reviewer selection process, a recommended set of standards for reporting reviews,
a review quality instrument, and a model for reviewer compensation. Thus, an author
explores the option of receiving a speedy peer review only when the necessary peer
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review component, by itself, meets the author’s utility requirements. In paid peer
review, the journal expects all authors to pay a price for the necessary peer review, and
charges separately a price for the optional speedy peer-review at a given review quality. This review quality defines the duration and quality of the optional speedy peer
review. Alternatively, in hybrid peer review, the peer-reviewed journal gives the option
to the authors to not pay for the necessary peer review if they are not able to pay.
However, the no-pay authors cannot avail of the optional speedy peer review. That is,
authors’ manuscripts can receive a free peer review, but cannot receive a speedy peer
review in which selected reviewers deliver their reports within a short time period.
In the hybrid mode of compensated peer review, the journal will still incentivize the
experts to accept reviewer invitations and supply the optimal quantity of effort by
rewarding them for their reports.
Using game theory to describe how peer review agents behave, we have developed
a parsimonious model of paid peer review. By comparing the hybrid setting with a
benchmark of paid peer review, we demonstrated that, under the hybrid mode, the
authors’ utility amplification produces a greater willingness to pay for the optional
speedy peer review, and the journal would offer a higher review quality for the optional
speedy component at a higher price, yielding higher profitability under certain conditions. Furthermore, when the advantage of adopting the hybrid mode of compensated peer review is higher due to the higher difference between the altruistic author
utility amplification and the restriction-induced no-pay utility reduction, the journal
can also increase its profitability by increasing the price for the necessary component
above that in the benchmark setting of paid peer review. To gain an overall sense of
the improvement achieved through hybrid peer review over the benchmark mode of
paid peer review, we also conducted a computational simulation. A key insight is the
journal’s capability to increase the total number of paying authors who submit a manuscript by giving the option to them to not pay for the necessary peer review if they
are not able to pay. Moreover, the hybrid mode of compensated peer review can still
incentivize potential reviewers to accept more reviewer invitations rewarding them for
their reports.
Rather than providing an exhaustive analysis of paid peer review, this paper is
the first step toward understanding compensated review processes in a research field
where multiple academic journals offer to publish research and share a common scientific interest. There is a whole branch of the behavioral game theory literature that,
instead of studying what agents should do optimally, studies what agents actually do.
And, these studies found interesting mechanisms, for example, crowing-out effects and
social preferences, which were ignored here. What if the reviewers were more like the
homo-sociologicus represented by behavioral game theory than the homo-oeconomicus
represented by standard game theory? This problem points to a possible limitation of
our models and results, and thus, our work can be extended in a number of directions,
for example, by properly designing objective functions for a mission-driven journal as
a combination of its profit and the authors’ welfare. It will allow us to include in our
analysis the behavioural foundations of human behaviour and possible complexities in
terms of implementations in real settings. In the same line, although we propose in this
paper that the no-pay authors cannot get a speedy peer review, the no-pay utility reduction can be made in different ways that we could explore. Another direction for future
research would be to obtain operational and strategic insights into the hybrid mode of
paid peer review. Lastly, our key findings, especially those relevant to the hybrid setting,
may be tested in the research field.
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1.
In order to prove this proposition, first of all, we have to prove that the first order conditions are necessary and sufficient to show the optimality of the solution.
The journal’s profit function is
)
(
)
(
p
po
𝜋 P (q, pn , po ) = m ⋅
− pn (pn − cn ) + m ⋅ 1 − o (pn + po − kq q2 − cn ) − km m2
ku q
ku q
and, therefore, it follows

𝜕𝜋 P
= m(1 + cn − 2pn ),
𝜕pn
and

m(q(ku + kq q) − 2po )
𝜕𝜋 P
.
=
𝜕po
ku q
From here we have that
𝜕2 𝜋P
𝜕p2n
𝜕2 𝜋P
𝜕p2o
𝜕2 𝜋P
𝜕pn po

= − 2m < 0,
= −

2m
ku q

< 0,

= 0,
2

> 0. Hence, 𝜋 P (q, pn , po ) is jointly concave in pn
and the determinant of the Hessian is 4m
k q

and po since

𝜕2 𝜋P
𝜕p2n

and

𝜕2 𝜋P
𝜕p2o

u

are negative, and the determinant of the Hessian is positive.

Therefore, we obtain that the first order conditions are necessary and sufficient to show the
optimality of the solution pPn and pPo (q) described in Proposition 1.
Clearly, that solution

pPn =

q(ku + kq q)
1 + cn
, and pPo (q) =
2
2

satisfies the first order conditions

𝜕𝜋 P
𝜕𝜋 P
= 0, and
= 0.
𝜕pn
𝜕po
We also have that the optimal prices are such that

pPn =

q(ku + kq q)
1 + cn
≥ 0, and pPo (q) =
≥0
2
2

where pPo (q) is independent of pn and pPn is independent of po (q).
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From those optimal prices, it follows that the author demand only for the necessary peer
review is

dnP =

m(qkq − ku cn )
2ku

,

and that for the necessary and optional peer review components is

doP (q) =

m(ku − qkq )
2ku

.

To ensure that the author demand for only the necessary peer review component and that
for the necessary and optional peer review components are non-negative in the benchmark
mode of peer review, i.e., dnP ≥ 0 and doP (q) ≥ 0, it is necessary that the journal offers a
review quality for the optional speedy peer review, q, such that

q≥

k
cn k u
, and q ≤ u
kq
kq

where, by the assumption cn < 1∕3, we have that
po (q)
qku

cn ku
kq

<

ku
,
kq

and thereby the constraints

≤ 1 are satisfied.
pn ≤
From all this, it follows that the solution pPn and pPo (q) described in Proposition 1 is optimal
for the the journal’s problem of maximizing its profit
ΠP = maxq,pn ,po ≥0 𝜋 P (q, pn , po )
subject to 0 ≤ pn ≤ po ∕(ku q) ≤ 1.
Now, in a similar way by using the first-order condition we can derive the optimal review
quality qP for the optional speedy component, given the optimal prices pPn and pPo (q). To
q(k +k q)
1+c
do this, by substituting pPn = 2 n , and pPo (q) = u 2 q in the journal’s profit function
𝜋 P (q, pn , po ) we obtain that

𝜋 P (q, pPn , pPo (q)) = m

q(ku − kq q)2 + ku (1 − cn )2 − 4ku km m
4ku

From here, it follows

m(ku − kq q)(3kq q − ku )
𝜕𝜋 P
=−
,
𝜕q
4ku
and

mkq (3kq q − 2ku )
𝜕2 𝜋P
.
=
2ku
𝜕q2
Recall that to ensure that dnP ≥ 0 and doP (q) ≥ 0, it is necessary that

q≥
where, by assumption, cn < 1∕3.
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P

The values of q that satisfy the first condition 𝜕𝜋
= 0 are
𝜕q

qP =
From doP (q) =
.

m(ku −qkq )
2ku

Now consider qP =

And given that

k
ku
, and qP = u .
kq
3kq

, it follows that qP =
ku
.
3kq

ku
kq

yields an irrelevant scenario since doP (qP ) = 0

Clearly, in this case, qP <

qP =

2ku
3kq

2 P

and, therefore, it satisfies 𝜕𝜕q𝜋2 < 0.

c k
ku
≥ n u , where cn < 1∕3,
3kq
kq

it follows that the solution qP described in Proposition 1 is indeed optimal for the journal’s
problem of maximizing its profit.

Proof of Proposition 2.
We consider now the journal’s profit function under the hybrid setting

𝜋 H (q, pn , po ) = m ⋅ dnH pn + m ⋅ doH (pn + po − kq q2 ) − m(cn − ks m) − km m2
and, therefore, it follows

m(𝛽 − w − 2pn )
𝜕𝜋 H
,
=
𝜕pn
𝛽−w
and

m(q(𝛽ku + kq q) − 2po )
𝜕𝜋 H
=
.
𝜕po
𝛽ku q
From here we have that
𝜕2 𝜋H
𝜕p2n
𝜕2 𝜋H
𝜕p2o
𝜕2 𝜋H
𝜕pn po

= −
= −

2

in pn and po since

and

𝜕2 𝜋H
𝜕p2o

< 0,
< 0,

= 0,

4m
and the determinant of the Hessian is (𝛽−w)𝛽k
𝜕2 𝜋H
𝜕p2n

2m
𝛽−w
2m
𝛽ku q

uq

> 0. Hence, 𝜋 H (q, pn , po ) is jointly concave

are negative, and the determinant of the Hessian is positive.

Therefore, we obtain that the first order conditions are necessary and sufficient to show the
and pH
described in Proposition 2.
optimality of the solution pH
n
o (q)
Clearly, that solution

pH
n =

q(𝛽ku + kq q)
𝛽−w
.
, and pH
o (q) =
2
2

satisfies the first order conditions
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𝜕𝜋 H
𝜕𝜋 H
= 0, and
= 0.
𝜕pn
𝜕po
We also have that the optimal prices are such that

pH
≥ 0, and pH
(q) ≥ 0
n
o
where pH
is independent of pn and pH
is independent of po (q).
o (q)
n
From those optimal prices, under the hybrid setting, it follows that the author demand only
for the necessary peer review is

dnH =

mqkq
2𝛽ku

,

and that for the necessary and optional peer review components is

doH (q) =

m(𝛽ku − qkq )
2𝛽ku

.

In this hybrid mode of paid peer review, to ensure that the author demand for only the necessary peer review component and that for the necessary and optional peer review components are non-negative, i.e., dnH ≥ 0 and doH (q) ≥ 0, it is necessary that the journal offers a
review quality for the optional speedy peer review, q, such that

q<

2𝛽ku
3kq

p (q)

o
≤ 1 are satisfied.
and thereby the constraints pn ∕(𝛽 − w) ≤ q𝛽k
u
H
described in Proposition 2 is optimal
From all this, it follows that the solution pn and pH
o (q)
for the the journal’s problem of maximizing its profit

ΠH = maxq,pn ,po ≥0 𝜋 H (q, pn , po )
subject to 0 ≤ pn ∕(𝛽 − w) ≤ po ∕(qku 𝛽) ≤ 1
Now, in a similar way by using the first-order condition we can derive the optimal review
and pH
. To
quality qH for the optional speedy component, given the optimal prices pH
n
o (q)
q(𝛽ku +kq q)
𝛽−w
H
H
in
the
journal’s
profit
function
do this, by substituting pn = 2 , and po (q) =
2
𝜋 H (q, pn , po ) we obtain that

𝜋 H (q, pH
, pH
(q)) = m
n
o

q(𝛽ku − kq q)2 + 𝛽(𝛽 − w)ku − 4ku 𝛽cn − 4𝛽ku (km − ks )m
4𝛽ku

From here, it follows

m(𝛽ku − 3kq q)(𝛽ku − kq q)
𝜕𝜋 H
=
,
𝜕q
4𝛽ku
and

mkq (3kq q − 2𝛽ku )
𝜕2 𝜋H
.
=
2
2𝛽ku
𝜕q
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Recall that to ensure that dnH ≥ 0 and doH (q) ≥ 0, it is necessary that

q<

2𝛽ku
.
3kq
H

Consider the following solution of the first condition 𝜕𝜋𝜕q = 0

qH =
Clearly, in this case, qH <

2𝛽ku
3kq

𝛽ku
.
3kq
2 H

and, therefore, it satisfies 𝜕𝜕q𝜋2 < 0. Therefore, it follows that

the solution qH described in Proposition 2 is indeed optimal for the journal’s problem of
maximizing its profit under the hybrid setting.

Proof of Proposition 3.
From Proposition 1, it follows that, under the benchmark setting, the optimal prices are

pPn =

q(ku + kq q)
1 + cn
,
, and pPo (q) =
2
2

where cn < 1∕3, and the optimal review quality of the optional speedy peer review is

qP =

ku
.
3kq

Similarly, we have that, under the hybrid setting, the optimal prices are

pH
n =

q(𝛽ku + kq q)
𝛽−w
, and pH
o (q) =
2
2

where 𝛽 > 1, and the optimal review quality of the optional speedy peer review is

qH =

𝛽ku
.
3kq

Therefore, it follows that

qH =

𝛽ku
k
> u = qP
3kq
3kq

since 𝛽 > 1, and

(qH ) ≥
pH
o

2𝛽 2 ku2
9kq

>

2ku2
9kq

= pPo (qP )

since 𝛽 > 1. Furthermore, it is immediate that

pH
=
n

𝛽 − w 1 + cn
≥
= pPn
2
2
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when 𝛽 − w ≥ 1 + cn.
Lastly, we have that the sizes of the author segments in the benchmark and hybrid modes of
peer review are

dnP =

(1 − 3cn )m P m
, do = , and dfP = 0,
6
3

and

dnH =

m
m H m
, d = , and dfH = .
6 o
3
2

Therefore, the number of authors buying the paid peer review in the benchmark mode is

dnP + doP =

(1 − cn )m
,
2

and that in the hybrid mode of peer review is

dnH + doH =

m
.
2

From here, we have that

dnH + doH =

m (1 − cn )m
>
= dnP + doP ,
2
2

since cn > 0.

Proof of Proposition 4.
By substituting qP, pPn, and pPo, described in Proposition 1, in the profit function 𝜋 P, we obtain
that the optimal profit for the peer-reviewed journal in the benchmark mode of paid peer
review is

ΠP = maxq,pn ,po ≥0 𝜋 P (q, pn , po )
= 𝜋 P (qP , pPn , pPo )
= m ⋅ dnP (pPn − cn ) + m ⋅ doP (pPn + pPo − (qP )2 kq − cn ) − km m2
=

m(27kq (1−cn )2 +4ku2 −108kq km m)
108kq

where ΠP is independent of 𝛽 and w.
, and pH
, described in Proposition 2, in the profit function
Similarly, by substituting qH , pH
n
o
H
𝜋 , we obtain that the optimal profit for the peer-reviewed journal in the hybrid mode of compensated peer review is

ΠH = maxq,pn ,po ≥0 𝜋 H (q, pn , po )
H
= 𝜋 H (qH , pH
n , po )
H
H 2
2
= m ⋅ dnH pH
+
m
⋅ doH (pH
n
n + po − (q ) kq ) − m(cn − ks m) − km m
=

m(27kq (𝛽−w−4cn )+4𝛽 2 ku2 −108kq (km −ks )m)
108kq

where ΠH increases monotonically in 𝛽 and it decreases monotonically in w given that
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m(8𝛽ku2 + 27kq )
𝜕ΠH
=
> 0,
𝜕𝛽
108kq
and

𝜕ΠH
m
= − < 0.
𝜕w
4
Therefore, the threshold 𝛽 c ≥ 0 is the non-negative solution to ΠH − ΠP = 0 such that
ΠH ≥ (<) ΠP for 𝛽 ≥ (<) 𝛽 c as described in the following:

𝛽c =

[
]1∕2
(
)
−27kq + 729kq2 + 432ku2 kq w + (1 + cn )2 + 64ku2 (ku2 − 27kq ks m)
8ku2

.

Similarly, the threshold wc ≥ 0 is the non-negative solution to ΠH − ΠP = 0 such that
ΠH ≥ (<) ΠP for w ≤ (>) wc as described in the following:
(
)
4(𝛽 2 − 1)ku2 + 27kq 𝛽 − (1 + cn )2 + 108kq ks m
c
w =
.
27kq
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